In this paper, we propose a new 3D visual system, named "Free Viewpoint Television or " FTV , which can acquire, process, and display any 3D scene in realtime. With this FTV system, users can freely control their own viewpoint and direction. The idea is based on the concept of ray-space, where 3D information can be represented by a group of light rays. A collection of light rays is obtained through an array of cameras, while the missing ray informationbetween cameras is generated by interpolation. The first prototype based on this concept had both good image quality and a fast display rate.
Introduction
Among the different kinds of human communication and we normally expect to be able to change our view position around Objects according to our interest. It is clear that this need can not be fulfilled with current It gives the most important and interesting characteristic of the ray-space representation that a view image corresponds to a cross section image of the ray-space data. Therefore, the view acquisition/display process can be considered the recording/extracting process of the ray-space data along the locus. In the acquisition process, the ray data in the real space can be sampled and recorded as the ray-space data along the locus as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Then, in the display process, the ray space data are cut along the locus and extract the section image of the ray space as shown in Fig. 1 (c) and
Proposed FTV System
Here, in the main section of the paper, we discuss on design and implementation of FTV9) system taken places from both theoretical and practical points of view. Nevertheless, the main emphasis is given to the practical side and how the first FTV prototype system is constructed. Although view image generation of FTV system is based on the ray-space representation concept explained in the previous section, the FTV system is designed to real time operation, in which images should be generated continuously at a constant frame rate. Thus, the designs of both system hardware and algorithms emphasize to optimize the balance between image quality and processing speed.
This section is further separated into two subsections, system hardware and system algorithm.
1 System Hardware
The discussions of FTV hardware are divided into two main topics, cameras system for capturing dynamic ray-space data and computer network system for image generation processing sharing.
Dynamic ray-space data are simultaneously captured through a group of CCD cameras which can be arranged in either line or surface. Random arrangement of cameras is possible. However, as same as in ray-space representation theory, camera positions must be able to be expressed in a mathematically to reduce the parame- 
2 System Algorithms
In this section, full discussion on system algorithms is given. First, the basic concept and overall algorithm will be covered. Then, more detail of each important part will be further discussed.
System Algorithm Based on processing sharing, the proposed FTV system can be operated in 2 modes, centralized processing and decentralized processing.
In the first approach, all interpolation tasks, which is the FTV's main processing task, are performed only in the server machine without any sharing. While, in second approach, the interpolation tasks are shared with all the client computers.
The theoretical point of view of these two sharing approaches has already been fully discussed10 to wait until it is time for the next frame image to be process, and the whole process restarts again.
In decentralized processing, the capturing of view im- this technique, we can ensure that the effects of camera dissimilarities at interested zone will be minimized.
FTV system requests that dense ray-space data must be captured. However, it is very difficult and expensive task due to hardware limitation. Thus, in practical, only partial ray data of interested scene are acquired. Then, the missing ray information between cameras is generated by interpolation. Thus, the interpolation method can have large effects on system's characteristics, especially frame rate and output quality, and can be considered as the most important part of the FTV system.
The interpolation technique proposed with this FTV system is based on the technique call "adaptive filtering ray-space data interpolation11)-13), which intended to replace a simple linear interpolation technique. It is designed based on the special characteristics of ray-space data in which slope of line in ray-space corresponds to depth of point in real-space.
The basic idea of this technique is a pre-constructed set of filters is used to determine a locus of real-world point in ray-space as shown in Fig. 6 . First, a set of filters are prepared. The number, size and shape of filters are determined by interpolation parameters such as number of interpolated viewpoints, maximum disparity and searching step. An example of searching filters can be shown as in Fig. 7 . Next, the input images are converted into ray-space data or EPI image. Each ray-space data is, then, up-sampled. The numbers of up-sampling lines are calculated by the number of interpolated views. After that, we can apple the filter set to test the input ray-space data. For each requested image pixel, the system try to choose the optimum filter based on block-based Mean Square Error (MSE) testing. The filter that gives the lowest MSE is selected for interpolating the requested pixel as shown in Fig. 8 . Although the optimum filter is selected based on the block searching, the interpolated pixel value is calculated using only the center pixel values of the blocks. In background part, filter searching is not needed as the filter value can be taken from the interpolation result of reference frame. While in moving objects part, the interpolation can be performed as usual. By using this technique, the interpolation speed can be increased dramatically with very small degradation of image quality.
Interpolation for 2D Camera Configuration It is very simple to extend the concept from 1D camera array to 2D camera array as the computation can be performed one direction at the time. Thus, interpolation of 2D camera system is merely two passes of 1D camera interpolation. In the first step, the system per- This processing sharing is the main algorithm that applied only to decentralized processing approach. It is based on the idea that system's frame rate can be increased by sharing processing tasks with all computers in FTV system. Each client computer individually processes only a small section of the whole image data. In order to perform sharing, each input image needs to be rearranged into some suitable form for sharing. This rearrangement is based on two factors, camera configuration and number of sharing nodes. Camera configuration determines how images are partitioned while the number of nodes determines the number of partitioning sections. For example, Fig. 9 shows how data are rearranged when the interpolation is in horizontal direction using four shared computers. In this case, each input image is partitioned into 4 sections along the horizontal axis. The first sections of each image are grouped together and sent to computerl (PC1). Then, the process repeats for the next section for all remaining computers.
Experimental Results
In this section, the performance of the actual prototype system proposed in previous section will be evaluated based on two main aspects, display frame rate and image quality.
1 Experimental Configurations
FTV is a big system that contains many important parameters with various configurations. So, in order to simplify the experiments, only two main aspects were considered:
1) Camera configuration. It can be separated into three groups as mentioned in section 3.1, 1D line, 1D arc and 2D camera array. The details of each camera configuration can be concluded as in Table 2 .
2) Processing algorithm approach. It can be separated into two main approaches as mentioned in section 3.2, centralized processing and decentralized processing. Each processing approach is tested with both static data interpolation and dynamic data interpolation.
Note that the prototype system was first tested with various image sizes. From that test, we realized that the most suitable image size for this system is 160x120 pixel resolution. Thus, the experiments are performed based on this image resolution. Fig. 10 and 11 show the prototype FTV system's display frame rate of various combinations between camera configuration and algorithm approach. Fig. 10 shows the result of static ray-space interpolation while Fig. 11 shows the result of dynamic ray-space interpolation. It is clear that, for this prototype system, the decentralize processing outperforms the centralized processing approach about three times. By applying the dynamic ray-space data interpolation, the system's frame rate can be further increase.
2 System Processing Speed
The 1D line camera array can obtain the highest frame rate due to its simplicities of representing rayspace data. While, the 2D camera array obtains the lowest frame rate due to it has to perform two-pass interpolations to generate one view image.
3 Image Quality
In order to measure image quality, the PSNR measurement is used in general. However, in this case, the PSNR does not work because reference images are not available. Thus, discussion of image quality has to rely from the camera plane, the rays to generate the full image is inadequate so only partial image was displayed. The three-dimensional visual effect, such as occlusion effect caused by the dog dolls, can be demonstrated clearly when visual camera moves back and forth from the camera plane. The moving human hand, one of the difficult shapes to make a model or to interpolate correctly, is used to represent the dynamic object. Our system shows that it can handle the fast moving hand without any difficulty.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we introduced the experimental system of Free Viewpoint Television, a new realtime 3D visual communication system, and how the actual system was constructed. We also demonstrated that the proposed system has the ability to generate the arbitrary view image of various dynamic scenes or objects in realtime without any need of object model or pre-acquired depth information. Overall performances such as constructed image quality and display frame rate under this prototype system are impressive. Even the output image size was small when comparing with nowadays standard, for real applications, the output images can be easily enlarged by simple image magnification without significant loss in display frame rate. As the result, the present prototype system of FTV can be applied to wide application areas including entertainments, educations, securities and environment monitoring.
Nevertheless, many aspects still need to be improved.
Better image resolution and higher display frame rate are still preferred. Moreover, some mismatch errors that do occur in the output images need to be eliminated. In order to optimize the FTV usefulness, the captured data of dynamic scene must be able to store and transfer over existing hardware infrastructure. The main problem is, in general, dynamic ray-space data are very large. Thus, an efficient compression method should be researched intensively. 
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